IPSE Tea Time Exchange Series
11th Session: Feminity & Masculinity

Tuesday, 27 June 2017 15:00
Maison des Sciences Humaines, MSH-15-110 (2nd floor)

The Tea Time Exchange aims to facilitate informal discussions and dialogues between researchers from different fields. Researchers from different institutes present their project in 10 minutes during each session. The presentation will be followed by Q&A and further informal discussion accompanied by tea/coffee & cakes.

Speakers & languages

- Sonja Kmec (History)
- Rachel Reckinger (IPSE)
- Heinz Sieburg (German Studies)

The presentations will be in English and German.

For more information, please contact:
Brigitte Batyko - brigitte.batyko@uni.lu
& Satoko Bizzotto - satoko.bizzotto@uni.lu, Research Facilitators